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PREFACE

The National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) was established in 1986 to
develop and disseminate new knowledge about earthquakes, earthquake-resistant design and
seismic hazard mitigation procedures to minimize loss of life and property. The emphasis of the
Center is on eastern and central United States structures, and lifelines throughout the country
that may be exposed to any level of earthquake hazard.

NCEER's research is conducted under one of four Projects: the Building Project, the Nonstruc
tural Components Project, and the Lifelines Project, all three ofwhich are principally supported
by the National Science Foundation, and the Highway Project which is primarily sponsored by
the Federal Highway Administration.

The research and implementation plan in years six through ten (1991-1996) for the Building,
Nonstructural Components, and Lifelines Projects comprises four interdependent elements, as
shown in the figure below. Element I, Basic Research, is carried out to support projects in the
Applied Research area. Element II, Applied Research, is the major focus of work for years six
through ten for these three projects. Demonstration Projects under Element III have been
planned to support the Applied Research projects and include individual case studies and
regional studies. Element IV, Implementation, will result from activity in the Applied Research
projects, and from Demonstration Projects.

ELEMENT IV
IMPLEMENTATION
• ConferencesIWorkshops
• EducationfTraining courses
• Publications
• Public Awareness

ELEMENT III
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Case Studies
• Active and hybrid control
• Hospital and data processing

facilities
• Short and medium span bridges
• Water supply systems in

Memphis and San Francisco
Regional Studies

• New York City
• Mississippi Valley
• San Francisco Bay Area
• City of Memphis and Shelby

County, Tennessee

• The Nonstructural
Components Project

• The Highway Project

• The Lifelines Project

ELEMENT II
APPLIED RESEARCH
• The Building Project

• Risk and reliability

ELEMENT I
BASIC RESEARCH

• Seismic hazards and
ground motion

• Structures and systems

• Socioeconomic issues

• Geotechnical
engineering

• Intelligent and protective
systems
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Research in the Building Project focuses on the evaluation and retrofit of buildings in regions
of moderate seismicity. Emphasis is on lightly reinforced concrete buildings, steel semi-rigid
frames, and masonry walls or infills. The research involves small- and medium-scale shake table
tests and full-scale component tests at several institutions. In a parallel effort, analytical models
and computer programs are being developed to aid in the prediction of the response of these
buildings to various types of ground motion.

Two of the short-term products of the Building Project will be a monograph on the evaluation
of lightly reinforced concrete buildings and a state-of-the-art report on unreinforced masonry.

The structures and systems program constitutes one of the important areas of research in the
Building Project. Current tasks include the following:

1. Continued testing of lightly reinforced concrete external joints.
2. Continued development of analytical tools, such as system identification, idealization, and

computer programs.
3. Perform parametric studies of building response.
4. Retrofit of lightly reinforced concrete frames, flat plates and unreinforced masonry.
5. Enhancement of the IDARC (inelastic damage analysis of reinforced concrete) computer

program.
6. Research infilled frames, including the development of an experimental program, develop

ment of analytical models and response simulation.
7. Investigate the torsional response of symmetrical buildings.

This work proposes a model of behavior of mortar joints including fracture after a peak of
nonlinear strength is achieved. The model is calibrated using informationfrom rigorous testing
ofmasonry subcomponents and materials. The model was used in afinite element analysis using
a complex computational platform, DIANA, to determine the contribution ofmasonry infills to
the behavior offramed structures. The analytical method ofsuper-convergentpath recovery is
compared with a smeared crack model approach and with experiments (pseudo-dynamic and
seismic simulation using the shaking table). The model was then used to generate fragility
curves for infill frames with various properties resulting from variability of materials and
modeling parameters. The work presents a comprehensive analytical and experimental ap
proach which allows a complete picture ofadvanced analysis ofmasonry structures. The work
integrates the efforts ofNCEER in seismic loss assessment, providing reliable fragility curves
for the probabilistic cost analysis. The work was part ofphase one of "Loss Assessment of
Memphis Buildings, " and provides a strong engineering basis for the evaluation.
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ABSTRACT

An accurate and practical testing technique to study the seismic performance of multi
story infilled frames is formulated. This technique is based on the pseudo-dynamic method
which can provide an acceptable approximation of the dynamic performance of structures
under the influence of real earthquake excitation. The pseudo-dynamic experimental tech
nique is outlined and applied for testing a two-bay, two-story gravity load designed steel
frame infilled with unreinforced concrete block masonry walls. It was shown that careful
implementation of the pseudo-dynamic technique may lead to an excellent control over the
experimental error propagation, even for stiff structures such as infilled frames.

Based on the obtained results of the pseudo-dynamic experiments, the structural capacity
as well as the corresponding seismic demand was assessed. From this study, it is concluded
that the imparted energy and the hysteretic energy correlate well with the observed damage
state of the infill walls. From the observed crack patterns of the infill walls, a macro-model
for the infill panels is suggested.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

A common type of construction in urban centers is low-rise and mid-rise building frames
with unreinforced masonry walls filling the spaces bounded by their structural members.
The walls, usually referred to as infill walls, are built after the frame is constructed as
partitions or as cladding. Unreinforced masonry infill walls are usually classified as non
structural components, i. e. their structural contribution is neglected during the design
process of the frames. Under this assumption, the bounding structural frame should be
designed to withstand all forces: vertical due to gravity loads and lateral due to wind
pressure and/or seismic ground motion.

Ignoring the contributions of infill walls during the design of the bounding frames may lead
to erroneous design as the frame/wall interaction under extreme loading conditions always
occurs. The effects of neglecting the infill walls are accentuated in high seismicity regions
where the frame/wall interaction may cause substantial increase of stiffness resulting in
possible changes in the seismic demand due to the significant reduction in the natural period
of the structural system. Also, the composite action of the frame/wall system changes
magnitude and distribution of straining actions in the frame members, i. e. critical sections
in the infilled frame differ from those of the bare frame, which may lead to unconservative or
poorly detailed designs. Moreover, these designs may be uneconomical since an important
source of structural strength (particularly beneficial in regions of moderate seismicity) is
wasted.

As a matter of fact, there is no resemblance between the responses of the infilled frame
and the bare one, as the former is substantially stronger and stiffer than the latter. The
performance shown by infilled frames is advantageous especially when the capacity (and
ductility) of the frame itself is suspected to be inadequate. This is the case offrames mainly
designed for gravity loads without or with little attention to lateral loads (usually due to
wind effects) when subjected to moderate or severe lateral loads due to earthquakes.

Lessons from recent damaging earthquakes illustrate the consequence of ignoring the contri
bution of infill walls. In some cases, the real structure (i. e. the infilled frame) is subjected
to demands smaller than those considered during design. Unfortunately, in other cases,
the contrary occurs, i. e. design forces may be significantly exceeded increasing the seis
mic damage vulnerability of the structure. In all cases, the changes in the distribution of
straining actions may render the structural detailing ineffective.

The problem of considering infill walls in the design process is partly attributed to incom
plete knowledge of the behavior of quasi-brittle materials such as masonry and to a lack of
conclusive experimental and analytical results to substantiate a reliable design procedure
for this type of structure.
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A series of three reports addresses the definition and investigation of experimental and
computational strategies to evaluate the behavior of infilled frames subjected to earthquake
loading. These reports are based on a study at Cornell University which is divided into
three parts as schematically illustrated in Figure 1-1. In Part I, the static experiments
on infilled frames are presented together with an investigation of the properties of concrete
block masonry and its constituents. In Part II, the pseudo-dynamic experimentation and
the corresponding results for a two-story infilled frame are presented. Finally, in Part III,
different computational strategies are introduced and critically investigated.

In the first report of this series, quasi-static experimentation of single-story infilled frames
was explored. The extension of the results obtained from such experiments to the case of
multi-story frames, particularly under real dynamic loading, is not obvious. The present
report, which is the second in the series, aims towards the formulation and application of
the pseudo-dynamic testing procedure for multi-story infilled frames. The pseudo-dynamic
experimentation technique is outlined in SECTION 2. The technique is applied for testing
a two-bay, two-story Gravity Load Designed (GLD) steel frame infilled with UnReinforced
concrete block Masonry (URM) walls in SECTION 3. Directly measured results from the
pseudo-dynamic experiments are given in SECTION 4. On the other hand, SECTION 5
presents results based different types of energy. From the discussion of the results, the
dynamic performance of the tested structure is assessed. Finally, concluding remarks are
given in SECTION 6.
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SECTION 2

PSEUDO-DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTATION

Pseudo-dynamic experimentation is a testing procedure in which the dynamic response of
the structure is calculated and the obtained displacements are statically applied to the
structure in an on-line procedure. This technique is essentially identical to traditional
time domain analysis but rather than idealizing the nonlinear stiffness characteristics of
the structure, the static restoring forces are directly measured from the specimen as the
experiment proceeds. Computation of displacements is based on numerical integration
of the governing second-order differential equations of motion of a lumped system with
assumed mass and damping properties and with a forcing function corresponding to a
selected dynamic loading. During the test, actual displacements and restoring forces are
measured using the same equipment used for quasi-static experiments. These measured
quantities are utilized in subsequent calculations. In this way, both dynamic effects and
progressive damage of the specimen are included in the imposed displacements.

The application of the pseudo-dynamic testing procedure allows for an in-depth monitoring
of the performance of the structure for the entire duration of realistic earthquake excitation.
This level of monitoring is not possible with quasi-static experiments or shake table test
ing. In quasi-static experiments, difficulties are encountered, especially for multi-degree of
freedom systems, in relating the imposed forces or displacements to those that might occur
during an earthquake, and dynamic effects are not included. Shake table testing suffers
from difficulties due to the short duration of the experiment and the physical limitations
which often mandate testing reduced scale structural models under a single ground motion
component.

The pseudo-dynamic setup can be considered as a loop system consisting of two cycles,
as shown in Figure 2-1. The calculation cycle contains the computer and the associated
software and hardware for solving the equations of motion, and the loading cycle consists of
the servo-hydraulic displacement control system which imposes the desired displacements.

The present section summarizes the background of the pseudo-dynamic experimentation.
Subsequently, the discussion focuses on the analytical formulation of the pseudo-dynamic
experimental technique.

2.1 Background

The pseudo-dynamic technique was first proposed by Takanashi et al. [25] at the Institute
of Industrial Science of the University of Tokyo and the Building Research Institute of the
Ministry of Construction in Japan. Since then, many Japanese researchers have conducted
pseudo-dynamic experiments. A comprehensive review of Japanese activities in the devel-
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FIGURE 2-1 Block diagram of the pseudo-dynamic test loop.

opment and application of the on-line pseudo-dynamic testing is presented in reference [26].
At the University of California, Berkeley, and at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
the pseudo-dynamic method has been evaluated and improved as part of the U.S.-Japan
Cooperative Earthquake Research Program. Results of these studies are summarized in
reference [7]. Whereas the research group at the University of California, Berkeley, concen
trated on the time integration [19], the group at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
focused on the actuator control. A summary of studies on the characteristics of the actuator
controller can be found in reference [4].

Different numerical schemes are available to obtain a time stepping approximate solution
of the governing equations of motion. Such numerical schemes can be purely explicit (i. e.
solution depends on the information at previous time steps only, e.g. the central difference
method), purely implicit (i.e. solution depends on the information at previous as well as
present time steps, e.g. the Newmark 13 method), or a mixture of implicit/explicit schemes
(e.g. the operator-splitting method [5]). To avoid the need for iterative solvers, explicit
methods predominate in pseudo-dynamic experimentation. Several explicit methods have
been examined by Shing and Mahin [18] [19]; they recommend the use of a modified ver
sion of the Newmark algorithm which includes frequency-proportional numerical damping.
To alleviate the conditional stability problems associated with explicit integration oper
ators, Thewalt and Mahin [27] proposed a fully implicit hybrid solution technique. In
their technique, part of the solution is performed digitally and the remainder is solved
in an analog form. Shing et at. [24] developed an unconditionally stable implicit time
integration algorithm based on dual displacement control for pseudo-dynamic tests. This
algorithm was successfully applied by Shing et al. [23] in testing stiff reinforced masonry
walls. An implicit/explicit algorithm formulated by Nakashima et al. [10] utilized the
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idea of operator-splitting developed by Hughes et al. [5]. In this technique, the stiffness
matrix is split into linear and nonlinear parts. The explicit predictor-corrector method is
employed for the integration associated with the nonlinear stiffness, whereas the implicit
unconditionally stable Newmark (3 method is employed for the integration associated with
the linear stiffness.

The results from pseudo-dynamic experimentation can be very sensitive to measurement
and control errors. This drawback led several researchers to concentrate on the issue of
error analysis. The cumulative nature of experimental errors in pseudo-dynamic tests
using explicit numerical integration algorithm was studied by Shing and Mahin [21] [22].
They concluded that the magnitude of the cumulative errors depends on the numerical
properties of the algorithm, the frequency characteristics of the specimen and the nature
of the experimental errors. The reliability of pseudo-dynamic testing was investigated by
Yamazaki et al. [31] where experimental error behavior is examined based on an elastic
pseudo-dynamic test applied to a full-scale six-story steel structure. An error analysis for
implicit integration schemes was performed by Peek and Yi [12] [13]. They concluded that
error propagation characteristics of the pseudo-dynamic method based on implicit time
integration schemes are sensitive to details of the implementation. Later, Yi and Peek [32]
developed a technique to minimize the cumulative effect of systematic displacement control
errors for effective single degree of freedom systems. Recently, Thewalt and Roman [30]
presented several new parameters for identifying systematic errors and quantifying their
seriousness.

2.2 Pseudo-dynamic Method

The pseudo-dynamic method is potentially advantageous in many circumstances. Some of
the situations explored in the literature include the following:

1. It allows large massive structures to be tested (e.g. the full-scale five story reinforced
masonry research building tested at the University of California, San Diego [17]).

2. Since the test is performed slowly, arbitrarily large ground excitations can be used
(e.g. applying up to 1.228g of Taft earthquake on 5/48 scale tubular frame specimen
[20]).

3. Since the forcing function is analytically prescribed, excitation can be due to general
ized multiple component fixed base movement, given the proper form of the equations
of motion (e.g. the one story structure with rigid diaphragm subjected to five simul
taneous components of acceleration: two lateral and three rotational for pitch, roll
and twist [28] [29]).

4. Substructuring concepts can also be used to allow a portion of the structure to be
tested while the rest of the structure is modeled analytically on the host computer (e.g.

7



converting the inelastic dynamic program DRAIN-2D into a controlling substructure
pseudo-dynamic algorithm to test a small subassembly of the first story and the
middle bay of a three-bay, eight-story moment resisting steel frame [16]).

The following steps summarize the procedure of pseudo-dynamic experimentation:

1. The tested structure is idealized as a discrete-parameter system.

2. The equations of motion for the system are formulated as usual, i. e. a set of second
order ordinary differential equations.

3. The inertial and viscous damping characteristics are assumed and then numerically
specified.

4. Structural restoring forces are directly measured during the experiment and subse
quently used in the calculations.

5. Step-by-step numerical integration of the governing differential equations of motion
for the tested specimen is performed using an on-line computer.

6. The computed displacement response, corresponding to a specific earthquake exci
tation, is imposed on the tested structure by means of servo-hydraulic actuators
controlled by the on-line computer.

Following this procedure, the quasi-statically imposed displacements of the tested structure
will closely resemble those that would actually be developed if the structure were tested dy
namically. Since imposed deformations are statically applied, only appropriate idealization
of the stiffness characteristics of the tested structure must be guaranteed in the experimental
setup. Inertial and damping characteristics are only needed for the numerical procedure
where reasonable assumptions can be made, as discussed in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4.

2.3 Formulation

The dynamic response of an n degrees of freedom system is governed by:

[M]{a} + [C]{v} + [K]{d} = {p} (2.1)

where [M], [C], and [K] are the mass, damping, and stiffness n x n matrices, respectively;
{d}, {v}, and {a} are the displacement, velocity, and acceleration vectors, respectively and
{p} is the external force vector. This equation can be discretized in time to give

(2.2)
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where {r} is the restoring force vector, i. e.

{r} = [K]{d} (2.3)

In Eq. (2.2), subscript (i + 1) indicates the time station (i + l)(~t) where (b.t) is the time
interval.

2.3.1 Numerical integration

Stiff structures (e.g. steel frames with masonry infill walls) may be classified as short
period structures. When the governing differential equations of motion of such structures
are integrated using explicit numerical integration methods, stability problems might arise.
In the early pseudo-dynamic experimentation, explicit methods were preferred over implicit
methods to eliminate the need for iterations with the implicit methods. Since most of the
earlier pseudo-dynamic experiments were performed on rather flexible structures (e.g. steel
cantilevers), use of explicit methods did not cause serious problems. This situation is not
the same for short period structures [6]. Accordingly, the recent trend in pseudo-dynamic
experimentation aims towards the use of implicit methods, not only for their superior
stability properties but also for their desirable spurious energy dissipation properties [6].

The implicit Newmark algorithm developed by Hughes et al. [5] is utilized in the present
study. In this algorithm the equations of motion (Eq. (2.2)) are satisfied in addition to the
following difference relations:

(2.4)

(2.5)

where {3 and 'Yare parameters controlling stability and accuracy, respectively. The vectors
{di+l} and {Vi+l} are explicit forms of displacement and velocity, respectively, i. e.

(2.6)

(2.7)

An expression for {ai+d can be obtained from Eq. (2.4). Upon substitution of this ex
pression in Eq. (2.5) and subsequently, eliminating {Vi+l} and {ai+l} from Eq. (2.2), the
following effective static problem results:

(2.8)

9



(2.9)

(2.10)

In nonlinear structural analysis, the stiffness matrix [K] depends on the applied displace
ment {d}. Since {ri+l} depends on {di+1} , as shown in Eq. (2.3), an iterative scheme
is needed which requires appropriate definition of the evolution of [K] with loading. In
general, this definition is unclear due to incomplete knowledge of the material behavior in
nonlinear stages.

2.3.2 Conceptual model

The formulation presented in the previous paragraphs is illustrated in an algorithmic form
in Figure 2-2 where the superscript m indicates that the specified quantity is measured
rather than calculated. The predictor phase in Figure 2-2 is based on the explicit part of
the displacement vector and on the corresponding measured restoring force vector {ri+1}'
Measuring the quantities from the physical specimen eliminates the need for any assump
tions on the'stiffness matrix of the structure. In general, the displacement vector {di+I},
obtained from the solution of the effective static problem given by Eq. (2.10), will differ
from its explicit part {di+1}' Therefore, a residual or "out of balance" force vector results;
it is eliminated using an iterative scheme. Accordingly, the corrector phase, shown in Fig
ure 2-2, is introduced to eliminate this residual force vector. In general, this corrected phase
should be applied until the error {di+1 - di+l} is eliminated. In the present implementa
tion, a tolerance (TOL = 0.0008 in) is used to check this error quantity. This tolerance
is taken as the smallest possible displacement increment which can be applied with the
available hydraulic actuators. The reported results in SECTIONS 4 & 5 are based on
applying only one iteration of the correction phase which was sufficient to satisfy the check
shown in Figure 2-2. This was possible because of the use of a sufficiently small time step
(~t ~ 0.005 sec) and special ramping between displacement vectors {di - I } and {di } as
illustrated in Figure 3-2. The numerical stability and the accuracy of several numerical
integration schemes, similar to the one adopted herein, have been analyzed by Shing and
Mahin [19].

2.4 Summary

The pseudo-dynamic experimentation technique and its analytical formulation is presented.
Review of the literature related to different issues of the pseudo-dynamic method is briefly
outlined. The presented pseudo-dynamic algorithm utilized the implicit Newmark numer
ical integration method.

10



IAssume [M] and [C] and calculate [K*] using Eq. (2.8) I

IInput Excitation {Pi+l} '1---------------..

ICalculate {dei+d usingEq. (2.6) and {vei+d usingEq. (2.7) I
I--~------------------------------
I I I
I IImpose {d

e
i+1 - di} on the test specimen I I I

II I Predictor I
I I phase I
I IMeasure actual {d

e
i+1} and corresponding {rei+l} I I I

L--r-----------------------~----~I

ICalculate {p*i+d using Eq. (2.9) I

IDetermine {~+d from Eq. (2.4) I

ICalculate {vi+d using Eq. (2.5) I

I e 0 ? IYesIs {di+1- d i+d :::; T L. I~...;;;.....---------------I

No,---------------------------------, I I
I IImpose {~+1 - d

e
i+1} on the test specimen I I I

I ICorrector I
I I phue I
I IMeasure actual {di+d and corresponding {ri+d I I I
L--r-----------------------~-----I

Ii=i+l :1---------------------------'

FIGURE 2-2 Pseudo-dynamic algorithm.
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SECTION 3

PSEUDO-DYNAMIC APPLICATION

The present section summarizes the application of the pseudo-dynamic experimentation
technique for the seismic response evaluation of a two-bay, two-story GLD steel frame
infilled with non-integral URM walls. A discussion of the experimental errors encountered in
applying the pseudo-dynamic procedure is briefly presented. Finally, numerical verification
of the pseudo-dynamic algorithm is illustrated.

3.1 Characteristics of The Tested Structure

The pseudo-dynamic method discussed in the previous section is adopted in testing a quar
ter scale (i.e. the length scale factor Bl = 4) two-bay, two-story steel frame infilled with
unreinforced concrete block masonry. The geometry of the structure is illustrated in Fig
ure 3-1. The implementation of the pseudo-dynamic procedure is schematically illustrated
in Figure 3-2. As shown in Figure 3-2, during the test, distinction is made between exter
nal transducers measuring the displacement vector of the structure {dexternal} , used in the
time integration loop, and internal transducers measuring the displacement vector of the
actuators {dinternal} , used to control the actuators in the servo-hydraulic loop. This dual
displacement control technique has the following advantages:

1. Prevents the deformation of the reaction frame supporting the actuators, or the load
transfer mechanism from the actuators to the structure, from affecting the actual
displacements of the structure.

2. Avoids any external disturbance to the transducers used in the feed-back control of
the servo-hydraulic loop.

13
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FIGURE 3-3 Detail of ASD-Type 2 (LRFD-Type PR) connection.

3.1.1 Design and construction

The frame members were designed and constructed according to the specifications of the
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) [1] and connected using bolted framed
beam connections. These connections are those designated as "Type 2" according to Al
lowable Stress Design (ASD) or as "Type PR" (for Partial Restrained) according to Load
& Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) [15]. Two clip angles L2 x 1:6 x ~ with clearance
setback of 1

3
6 inch were used as shown in Figure 3-3. The specimen was pinned jointed to

the support structure which consisted of a heavy steel beam supported by the floor anchors
(see Figure 3-1).

The out-of-plane instability was prevented by supports perpendicular to the plane ofloading
using steel channel sections. These supports enclosed layers of grease at the interface
between the column and the channel so as to mitigate any in-plane friction and allow free
lateral displacements of the specimen. The out-of-plane movements of the tested structures
were found to be minimal.

After the complete erection of the steel frame, the infill walls were constructed by an
experienced mason using small-scale concrete blocks and model mortar. The mechanical
properties of the materials used in constructing the unreinforced concrete block masonry
walls are summarized in Table 3-1. Detailed investigation of the mechanical properties of the
infill materials can be found in the first report of this three-report-series. The construction
of the masonry infill walls followed common practice of ungrouted masonry where mortar
on only the face shell of the block was used (i. e. face shell bedding). No shear connectors
were used between the walls and the surrounding frame members (i.e. non-integral walls).
The concrete block masonry cells around the openings were grouted. Bond beams on top

16



TABLE 3-1 Mechanical properties of unreinforced masonry components.

I fb [psi] I f cyl [psi] I fbi fcyl ~ fp [psi] I Ep [ksi] I
I 4000 I 3100 I 1.29 ~ 3300 I 1500 I
o block compressive strength based on net area
L. mortar cylinder compressive strength
<> masonry prism strength Up) & stiffness (Ep)

based on the face shell areas

of the openings were reinforced using two threaded rods of ±inch diameter and 20 threads
per inch. The width of the supports of these bond beams was about 4 inches (i. e. one
block).

3.1. 2 Mass properties

As discussed previously, the mass and damping characteristics of the tested structure must
assume reasonable values. For this purpose, the layout of the prototype of the tested frame
is illustrated in Figure 3-4. From this figure, one can easily calculate the prototype [Mp ]

and the corresponding model [M] lumped mass matrices,

[M
p

] = [0.2 0.0] & [M] = [0.0125 0.0000]
0.0 0.2 0.0000 0.0125

kip.sec2/in

It should be noted that the mass in each story accounts for the self weight of the floor
and about 25% of the design live load. Since the masses of the walls and the frame are
much smaller than the floor mass, they are ignored. To obtain the model mass matrix, the
prototype mass matrix is scaled using [14]

(3.1)

3.1.3 Stiffness properties

Numerical and experimental studies of the infilled frame require estimation of the stiffness
characteristics of the undamaged specimen. This estimation is achieved from preliminary
experiments on the infilled frame using earthquakes with small Peak Ground Acceleration
(PGA) (e.g. 0.05g::; PGA ::; 0.15g). These ground motions were large enough to mobilize
the composite action of the wall/frame system (i. e. provide sufficient lateral displacement
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FIGURE 3-4 Plan view of the prototype building.

to overcome the lack of fit between the wall and the frame) without any visible damage to
the structure.

A sample result for Taft earthquake 869E component (for information about recorded
accelerograms, refer to Table 2-1 of reference [8]) scaled to PGA = O.lg is illustrated in
Figure 3-5(a). In this figure, a plot for the story shear versus the inter-story drift is shown
for each story. These plots are idealized in Figure 3-5(b) where nonlinear elastic behavior
is assumed using the dashed line which follows the back-bone curve of the hysteresis loops.
The back-bone curve shown in Figure 3-5(b) is approximated by the symmetric behavior
shown in Figure 3-5(c). This approximation is conducted by shifting the origin to the center
of the flat region of the plot and by taking the average of the stiffnesses in the positive
and negative sides of the loop. The walls are assumed to be inactive during a displacement
interval denoted by 2.6.st , twice the story lack of fit between the infill wall and the bounding
frame. This lack of fit is thought to be caused mainly by shrinkage of the infill wall as shown
in the following section. From Figure 3-5(c), the two main tangent stiffness matrices can
be identified as follows,

[K F] = [ 25 -8] & [KIF] = [ 375 -177]
-8 8 -177 177 kip/in

where [KF] and [KIF] are the linear stiffness matrices for the Frame and the Infilled Frame,
respectively. These matrices are based on the assumption of rigid floors, i. e. shear building
approximation. A transition zone exists between the situation of inactive walls, where
the stiffness matrix is [KF], and that of walls in full contact with the bounding frame,
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FIGURE 3-5 Stiffness properties. (a) Story shear versus inter-story drift due to
Taft ground motion PGA = O.lg, (b) idealized hysteretic relations, (c) idealized
symmetric back-bone relations. Notations: F (frame); IF (infilled frame); WD
(energy absorbed during one loading cycle); Ws (input energy corresponding
to a particular cycle); K (stiffness); Llst (story lack of fit between the infill wall
and the bounding frame).
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where the stiffness matrix becomes [KIF]. In this transition zone, the roughness along the
interface between the walls and the frame members is degraded to provide the infilled frame
composite action.

Shrinkage calculations

In the story shearlinter-story drift relations (Figure 3-5(c) ), the frame is assumed to carry
the full applied lateral load until it starts bearing against the wall. The displacement
necessary to start activating the walliframe behavior ~st is assumed to depend on the
shrinkage of the wall material as shown in Figure 3-6. In this figure, the story lack of
fit ~st is dependent upon the wall geometry, i.e. length L and height H, and on the
equivalent strain values due to shrinkage in the vertical €v and horizontal €h directions.
These equivalent strain values are approximately given by

(3.2)

(3.3)

where:

€~ = shrinkage strain of the mortar

tmb = thickness of the mortar bed joint

tmh = thickness of the mortar head joint

€~h = shrinkage strain of the concrete blocks

hb = height of a concrete block

lb = length of a concrete block

nc = number of courses along the wall height (H)

nb = number of blocks in one course along the wall length (L)

In Eq. (3.3), INT(.) implies the integer value of •. The parameters needed for the shrinkage
calculations are given in Table 3-11. The geometrical parameters are defined in Figure 3-1.
The required material parameters are taken from reference [3]. From Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3),
Table 3-II and Figure 3-6, one readily obtains the following:
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TABLE 3-II Parameters for shrinkage calculations of one solid infill wall (dim.
in inches).

L H eo tmb tmh hb lb n c nb €~ x 10° €~h X 106

68 34 26.57 f? f? 1~ 3~ 17 16 ~ 650 ± 150 330 ± 200

€v = 360 X 10-6
, €h = 330 X 10-6

, .6.v = 0.012 in, .6.h = 0.023 in,

.6.d = 0.026 in, l.6.st = 0.029 ± 0.016 in I

It is interesting to note that the results in Figure 3-5(c) indicate that .6.st ~ 0.025 in,
which is close to the calculated mean value. In conducting the shrinkage calculations, it is
assumed that the mean shrinkage strain for mortar joints €~ and concrete blocks €~h are
the same in both vertical and horizontal directions. For simplicity, the windows in the top
story may be neglected in the calculations of the equivalent strains.

Eigen solution

The eigen problem corresponding to Eq. (2.1) is given by

21
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TABLE 3-111 Eigen solutions (superscript T denotes transpose).

~ !I [Hz] I f2 [Hz] ~

Frame (F) 3.15 7.59 {1.00 2.42y {1.00 - O.41P
Infilled Frame (IF) 12.14 31.24 {1.00 1.68y {1.00 - O.60p

where Wn and {<I>n} are the circular frequency and mode shape, respectively, for the nth

mode shape. From the assumed mass matrix [M] and stiffness matrix (either [KF ] or
[KIF]), one can solve the eigen problem (3.4) to obtain the eigen solution given in Table 3
III where the frequency in = wn/(27r).

3.1.4 Damping properties

Idealization of damping properties is probably the most uncertain step in structural dy
namics. Several sources of material damping exist which makes its accurate idealization
extremely difficult. In the present study, the simplest form of damping, namely proportional
damping, is assumed. In this idealization, the damping matrix [e] is given by,

(3.5)

where O!l and 0!2 are parameters to be determined according to specified damping ratios in
two modes. If the circular frequencies in two modes are Wi and Wj and the corresponding
damping ratios are ~i and ~j, the constants O!l and 0!2 can be expressed as,

& (3.6)

The damping ratio for any other mode r, with a circular frequency W r may be determined
from

(3.7)

Equation (3.7) is obtained by converting the equations of motion (Eq. (2.1)) into modal
equation for the r th mode (for details, see reference [2]). The second term in Eq. (3.7)
maybe based on [KF] or [KIF]. The use of [KF] is selected in the present study because
using [KIF] will lead to an over-estimation of [e] before the walls come in full contact with
the bounding frame. On the other hand, it is expected that damping due to hysteresis,
produced by sliding between the walls and the frame members, is more important than the
viscous damping (refer to section 3.3.1).
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TABLE 3-IV Damping ratios for the infilled frame (IF) based on assumed
damping ratios for the bare frame (F).

~r = ~f = 3% 3.9 8.9
~r = ~r = 2% 2.6 5.9

The variation of the damping ratio with frequency is shown in Figure 3-7. In this figure, 3%
damping ratio for the two modes is assumed. The solid curve gives the case where the two
modes of the bare frame are considered while the dashed line is based on the two modes of
the infilled frame. Table (3-IV) gives the damping ratios of the infilled frame based on the
assumed ratios for the bare frame. As shown in this table, for the bolted steel frame with
concrete block masonry infill walls, 2% damping in the modes of the bare frame produce
acceptable values [11] of the damping ratios for the infilled frame. For these ratios, one
obtains

al = 0.56 sec-1 & a2 = 5.9 x 10-4 sec

Therefore, the damping matrix becomes

[C] = [ 2.2 -0.5] x 10-2

-0.5 1.2 kip.sec/in
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3.1.5 Ground motion

Three earthquake records are selected as input ground motion. The first is the one recorded
at Taft-Lincoln School, S69E of the event at Kern County, California (July 21, 1952). The
second is the one recorded at El-Centro, SOOE of the event at Imperial Valley, California
(May 18, 1940). These two records represent, respectively, moderate and strong ground
shaking typical of the North American west coast earthquakes. The third record is a late
1985 earthquake in the North Nahanni River area of the Northwest Territories of Canada.
This record is an intra-plate type of earthquake which is typical of the central and eastern
coast regions of North America.

For compliance with the similitude requirements, the record time scale should be com
pressed by a factor St given by [14],

(3.8)

Based on this factor, the compressed earthquake records of the considered three events
when scaled to 19 PGA are shown in Figure 3-8. The elastic response spectra for the three
records are plotted in Figure 3-9 for a damping ratio of 2%. From these plots and the
natural periods of the bare and infilled frames, one can observe that the Nahanni record
is not likely to produce any inelastic deformation of the bare frame. This is obviously not
the case for the other two records. For the infilled frame, as the period of the structure
is close to the main peak of the Nahanni spectra, once the system experiences inelastic
deformation, the instantaneous period elongates and accordingly significant reduction of
the spectral acceleration is expected. Again, this situation does not occur for El-Centro
nor Taft where the structural system moves to a higher range of spectral accelerations,
particularly under Taft.

3.2 Experimental Errors

Experimental errors are inevitable. This fact has led to their acceptance as long as their
relative magnitudes, compared with the measured quantity, are "reasonably small". In the
pseudo-dynamic procedure, experimental feedback is adopted in the step-by-step numerical
integration. Therefore, errors introduced in any step are carried over to the subsequent
computations leading to potentially serious cumulative effects.

Errors are introduced by several sources in the pseudo-dynamic procedure. The errors
produced from the experimental environment are usually assumed to be more significant
than those due to the numerical environment [18]. Sources of experimental errors include:

1. Inaccurate calibration of displacement transducers used in the closed-loop feedback
system which controls the hydraulic actuators.
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2. Quantization effects which result from the finite word-length, i.e. resolution limits,
imposed by the Digital-to-Analog (D/A) conversion of the command signals and the
Analog-to-Digital (A/D) conversion of the measured signals.

3. Movement or deformation and friction forces of the supports and connections of the
specimen.

4. Lack of hydraulic actuator sensitivity to keep up with the speed of displacement
changes.

5. Electrical noise.

Consequently, the actual displacement and force feedback values are likely to deviate from
the originally computed and expected quantities. As reported by Peek and Yi [12] [13],
the details of the implementation of the implicit time-integration scheme affect the error
propagation characteristics. In the present implementation the following conditions gave
the best results in minimizing the error propagation:

1. Contrary to what is reported by Peek and Yi [12] [13], use of the previously measured
displacements rather than the computed ones led to better control of error propaga
tion. One may speculate that the reason behind this contradiction is the accurate
displacement measurements used in the present study and the correction phase added
to the pseudo-dynamic algorithm which prevented any accumulation of errors due to
the unbalanced force vector. Another important reason for the better control of er
ror propagation with the use of measured displacements rather than calculated ones
is attributed to the stiff nature of the tested structure where small changes of the
applied displacement produce relatively large changes in the corresponding restoring
force. Obviously, with such behavior the accuracy improves by considering the actual
measured displacement rather than the previously calculated value.

2. A delay time (0.5 sec) was added between each applied displacement increment to
avoid any large sudden impact applied by the actuator to the specimen and to stabilize
the hydraulic system before taking the measurements subsequently utilized by the
time integration algorithm.

3. The time step was selected as the step at which the compressed earthquake records
are digitized (0.005 sec for Taft and EI-Centro and 0.0025 sec for Nahanni) to avoid
any interpolation of the applied record. These time integration increments were suffi
ciently small to not cause stability or accuracy problems in the numerical integration
algorithm.

4. Deformation of the loading mechanisms and supporting system were continuously
monitored and automatically eliminated from the measurements.

5. After the completion of each applied earthquake record, a special procedure was used
to bring all the considered degrees of freedom of the structure to their undeformed
states and then to bring the specimen to a state of zero load.
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6. Ideally, all components of the calculated incremental displacement vector should be
simultaneously applied to avoid load reversals due to hold intervals of some of the de
grees of freedom. This was practically achieved by a special ramping routine where the
largest displacement increment is executed as a nested loop of the loop corresponding
to the smaller displacement increment. The counters of such loops are determined
based on the smallest possible displacement increment that can be applied with the
available hydraulic actuators (~ O.00007in for PGA :::; 0.15g and 0.0008in for PGA
> 0.15g).

7. Depending on the level of applied PGA, the system (load cells and displacement
ranges of actuators) can be adjusted to allow the best possible resolution of the
measured forces and applied displacements.

Figure 3-10 shows a sample comparison of the calculated and measured displacements for
the two-bay, two-story infilled frame under the Nahanni earthquake scaled to 0.05g. From
such a comparison, it may be concluded that the proposed pseudo-dynamic experimentation
technique is reliable as far as experimental error propagation is concerned.

3.3 Numerical Verification of The Pseudo-dynamic
Algorithm

The tested infilled frame shows a large change of stiffness due to the activation of the walls
beyond the range of displacement needed to overcome the lack of fit between the walls and
the bounding frame members. Accordingly, in the elastic stage, the structure is behaving
as a hard spring which may show complicated response (subharmonic and superharmonic
vibrations) even for applied periodic forces (for details refer to Section 1.2 of the book by
Moon [9]). This section presents an attempt to numerically obtain the predicted pseudo
dynamic response for the tested infilled frame with undamaged walls. The standard time
domain analysis of a simple model (2 degrees of freedom with lumped masses) of the tested
structure with the idealized behavior given in Figure 3-5(c) is performed.

To illustrate the idea of the model used for the numerical verification, Figure 3-11 shows
the idealization of a three-story frame. The spring stiffness (ki , i = 1,2,3) follows one
of the curves in Figure 3-5(c) based on the existence or absence of window openings. In
Figure 3-11, Cr is the damping coefficient associated with the stiffnesses and Ca is the
damping coefficient associated with the masses.

3.3.1 Equivalent viscous damping

The concept of equivalent viscous damping is adopted to calculate the corresponding damp
ing ratio from the hysteresis curves of the infilled frame. This equivalent damping ratio
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FIGURE 3-11 Model for a three-story frame.

can be expressed as

(3.9)

where ~e is the equivalent viscous damping ratio. As indicated in Figures 3-5(b) and 3-5(c),
WD is the area of the hysteresis loop (the amount of energy absorbed during one loading
cycle) whereas Ws is the area under the back-bone curve (the amount of input energy at
one loading cycle). It should be noted that both WD and Ws are calculated at the same
force level. Applying Eq. (3.9) at the maximum force level under Taft earthquake scaled
to O.lg, the equivalent viscous damping coefficients (% of the critical damping) obtained
for the first and the second stories are 10.5% and 12.2%, respectively. Based on the ratio
between the energy absorbed in both stories and the total input energy, ~e is determined
for the whole structure to be 11.2%.

Assuming equivalent viscous damping ratios in the first two modes as 11.2%, one can obtain
the damping coefficients Cr and Ca for the two sets of dampers shown in Figure 3-11. It
should be noted that the damping forces are proportional to the relative velocity in the
first case and to the absolute velocity in the second. In general, Cr is more effective in the
higher modes and ea in the lower ones [2]. Using Eq. (3.7) with al = Ca and a2 = Cr
for the two modes r = 1,2, one obtains two equations in the two unknowns Cr and Ca'

Assuming ~i = ~2 = 10% and using the eigen solution for the two-story frame model, given
in Table 3-III, for the bare frame, one obtains

Cr = 3.320 X 10-3 sec & ea = 3.133 sec-1
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FIGURE 3-12 Time histories of displacements for Taft earthquake scaled to
O.lg.

Note that, similarly to (¥l and C¥2, the units of Cr and Ca are different.

3.3.2 Numerical results

The lumped model shown in Figure 3-11 is specialized for two degrees of freedom following
the structural behavior depicted in Figure 3-5(c). Using this model with the equivalent
viscous damping ratios determined in the previous section, numerical analysis is performed
to obtain the response of the two-bay, two-story infilled frame under the Taft earthquake
scaled to O.lg. A comparison of the numerically determined time histories of both the first
and the second floor displacements, and those obtained pseudo-dynamically (assuming zero
viscous damping in the pseudo-dynamic experiment) is shown in Figure 3-12. Since non
zero viscous damping ratios may hide some numerical instabilities, if any are present, it
was decided to use zero viscous damping ratios in the pseudo-dynamic experiment for the
present case only, i. e. to check the stability and accuracy of the implementation of the
pseudo-dynamic algorithm.

From Figure 3-12, good agreement between the numerical results and the results from the
pseudo-dynamic experiment is evident. It is clear that the symmetry of the assumed struc
tural behavior (refer to Figure 3-5(c)) led to over-estimation of the displacement in one
direction (the negative direction) and under-estimation of the displacement in the opposite
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FIGURE 3-13 Time histories of velocities for Taft earthquake scaled to O.lg.

direction. The good agreement between displacement time histories is also obtained be
tween velocity time histories and acceleration time histories as shown in Figures 3-13 and
3-14, respectively.

3.4 .Summary

The pseudo-dynamic algorithm presented in SECTION 2 is specialized in this section for
the case of GLD two-bay, two-story steel frames infilled with URM walls. Evaluation of
the experimental errors and the numerical results of a simplified model substantiated the
accuracy of this algorithm.
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SECTION 4

MEASURED PSEUDO-DYNAMIC RESULTS

The pseudo-dynamic method, discussed in the SECTION 2, is applied in SECTION 3 to
test the two-bay, two-story GLD steel frame infilled with URM walls. Here, the descriptions
of the testing procedure including the arrangement of instrumentation and the sequence
of application of ground motion are given and the experimental results are discussed. The
evolution of the cracking in the masonry infill walls and the implication of such cracks on
the distribution of forces within the walls are illustrated. Each crack pattern is presented
together with a global response measure given by its corresponding story shear/inter-story
drift hysteretic relation. On the local level, the straining actions in the frame members
are evaluated using the measurements from the strain gages. Finally, comments about the
distortion of the different wall panels are given for different loading levels.

4.1 Testing Procedure

The first step in the testing procedure is to establish the layout of the instrumenta
tion. Some of the instruments provided essential data for the pseudo-dynamic procedure.
The other instruments provided information useful in understanding the behavior of the
frame/wall system. The second step in the testing procedure dealt with the definition of
the earthquake load application sequence. The adopted sequence is aimed towards the
following goals:

• To consider the effect of the characteristics of different earthquakes in the elastic
range of behavior of the structure.

• To understand the performance of a continuously deteriorating structure under the
effect of a sequence of earthquakes with the same characteristics but with increasing
intensity1.

4.1.1 Instrumentation

The experimental setup shown in Figure 3-1 was instrumented to provide data for the
evaluation of the global and local behavior of the model. Three types of instruments were
utilized: (a) load cells, (b) displacement transducers, and (c) strain gages. The load cells
(Load Celli & Load Celh) provided the information for the restoring force vector {r} as
shown in Figure 3-2. The displacement transducers (DCDT1 & DCDT2) were mounted

1In this research, Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) is the only considered measure for earthquake
intensity.
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on the structure to provide displacement measurements relative to the supports. These
measurements provided the displacement vector {d(external)} as shown in Figure 3-2. The
transducer DCDTo shown in Figure 3-2 provided measurements of displacement necessary
for the calculation of the net first story drift. The other set of displacement transducers
provided relative measurements between two points within the specimen (either two points
on one wall or one point on a wall and the other on the frame) for use in determining the
gap opening and closing between the frame members and the infills, plus the distortion
of window openings. The strain gages in this test were placed only on· the steel frame
members at different locations. At each location, two gages were placed on the web, one
close to each flange, to measure strains in the longitudinal direction of the member. In this
way, determination of the member straining actions, normal forces and bending moments
at these locations was possible. The locations of the relative displacement transducers and
strain gages are shown in Figure 4-1.

4.1.2 Testing sequence

From the elastic response spectra of the selected three earthquake records (scaled to Lag),
for the same PGA level (Figure 3-9), the Taft record produced the largest spectral responses.
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Therefore, it was chosen as the record to be used once the structure was damaged. The
records were scaled on the basis of peak ground acceleration. Before any visible cracking
in the masonry walls, the structure was subjected to Taft followed by EI-Centro and finally
Nahanni earthquake records. Once cracking occurred at Taft scaled to 0.2g, the structure
was subjected to Taft only. In subsequent tests, the Taft record was incremented by 0.025g
up to PGA = OAg. After this, a larger increment of 0.05g was considered up to PGA =
0.6g. Finally, the applied PGA was increased in O.lg increments until PGA = 0.8g.

Although the initial state of the structure changed from the application of one record to
the other because of the damage accumulation, it is thought that important information
regarding structural modeling of degrading infill walls may be obtained from the selected
experimental sequence. This is attributed to the fact that the idealization of infill walls
and their interaction with the bounding frame members evolve with the level of damage in
the walls.

4.2 Analysis of Results

The experimental results are discussed in this section. The discussion is divided into: (a)
Global performance in the form of crack patterns and the corresponding story shear/inter
story drift hysteretic relations and (b) Local performance in the form of straining actions
in the frame members and panel distorted shapes. Based on the obtained crack patterns,
comments are given on possible idealization of the infill walls using the so-called dual truss
system.

4.2.1 Crack patterns and hysteretic relations

Cracking in masonry infills started at the second story where cracks initiated close to the
corners of the window openings. The existence of reinforced bond beams on the top of the
windows (see Figure 3-1) moved the cracks slightly away from the corners of the window
openings.. Because larger inter-story drifts occurred in the first story than the second,
cracking in the second story was temporarily arrested while more severe cracking occurred
in the first story. General observations on the cracking process in masonry infills are as
follows:

• Cracks primarily occur along the interface between the horizontal (bed) mortar joints
and the adjacent concrete blocks.

• Adjacent horizontal cracks become connected with cracks occurring along the mortar
vertical (head) joints.

• The general form of cracking is a stepped diagonal pattern along the mortar bed and
head joints connecting the two diagonally opposite loaded corners of the infill panel.
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• Upon load reversal, complete closure of the cracks opposite to the loading direction
is attained with new cracks initiating (or existing cracks opening) along the current
loaded diagonal.

• Cracks tend to follow the weakest path in the panel. Therefore, upon repeated cyclic
loading, most vertical cracks appeared in the mortar head joints rather than in the
masonry blocks.

• Crack initiation is always accompanied by a large amount of energy released through
hysteresis.

The crack patterns of each pseudo-dynamic run (for successive application of Taft earth
quake with increasing PGA) were monitored to distinguish the open cracks from the closed
ones for both loading directions (push or pull). The subsequent discussion pertains only to
the application of Taft earthquake with different PGA.

At PGA = 0.29, several cracks appeared along the mortar bed and head joints. Horizontal
cracks appeared first at the center of the solid infill walls, subsequently, they propagated
diagonally towards the loaded corners. A window opening in the center of the panel forces
the cracks to initiate at the corners of this opening. The crack pattern, after the completion
of the earthquake record, is sketched in Figure 4-2 where open cracks are shown in each
loading direction. Increasing the PGA to 0.259 produced additional cracks as shown in
Figure 4-3. Crack initiation is always accompanied by a large amount of energy released
through hysteresis which is clear from the corresponding hysteretic curves where one may
notice the sudden drop of story shear or sudden increase of inter-story drift at the onset
of cracking. Either effect causes the amount of energy dissipated through hysteresis to
significantly increase.

For the test with PGA = 0.2759, the main load transfer mechanism, i.e. compression-only
struts, became evident through monitoring the opening and closing of the cracks upon
load reversals. This situation was more obvious in the first story than the second because
more damage occurred in the first story and because of the existence of the openings in
the second story which makes the definition of the equivalent struts more difficult. The
open cracks for each loading direction are illustrated in Figure 4-4. From this figure, one
can conclude that the accumulated damage in the first story led to the substantial increase
of the area of the hysteretic loops in the story shearlinter-story drift relation of the first
story.

At PGA = 0.3259, more cracks appeared in the second story as illustrated in Figure 4-5.
As shown from the hysteretic curves, the stiffness of the infilled frame and the area of the
hysteresis loop decreased, especially for the first story where pronounced levels of damage
had developed. This was followed by mOre severe cracking in the first story at PGA =
0.49 which caused noticeable drop of the load carrying capacity of the structure at that
point. The crack patterns after the application of the record scaled to 0.49 together with
the corresponding hysteretic curves are shown in Figure 4-6.
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The final crack pattern is obtained at PGA = 0.6g which is shown in Figure 4-7. The
development of the load transfer mechanism was complete at that stage and the equivalent
compression struts started to show deterioration in the form of crushed blocks especially
in the first story. The first story shearlinter-story drift relation is shown in Figure 4-7; a
large amount of hysteretic energy was dissipated. Excessive damage of the equivalent struts
followed until PCA = 0.8g. Beyond 0.6g, masonry crushing occurred along the compression
paths which are sketched in Figure 4-8 and discussed in the following section.

4.2.2 Equivalent truss model

From the crack patterns obtained at PCA = 0.6g (Figure 4-7), an equivalent truss may
be assumed as shown in Figure 4-8. This equivalent truss accounts for the expected com
pression and tension stress fields in the wall panels according to the loading direction.
The material model of the compression struts should account for the capacity of confined
masonry in axial compression. The tension members are necessary for equilibrium of the
bent compression fields (struts) and they should be governed by the tensile capacity of
the mortar Iblock interface. Due to the nature of the stepped cracks, significant interlock
ing is expected. Therefore, sufficient tension softening behavior should be included in the
material model.

Each panel is modeled using two independent truss systems (i.e. a dual system). At one
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instant, only one truss system is active. This may "be achieved by adding a gap element at
each nodal connection between the truss and the frame members as illustrated in Figure 4
8. The equivalent truss may be connected to the frame members at two or more points
to consider a-priori the finite contact length between the frame members and the infill
walls. When the force across such a gap element becomes tensile, the associated truss
members are deactivated. Based on the experimental observations, after cracking in the
wall panels, significant dilation of such cracks produces wall/beam interaction. To account
for this interaction, the beams may be connected to the equivalent truss through either
compression-only vertical members or gap elements, depending on the topology of the
truss.

4.2.3 Straining actions in the frame members

The strain measurements along the frame members and their analyses are presented in this
section. The numbering system given in Figure 4-1 will be used to refer to the locations of
the strain gages. As an example of the raw measurements, the time histories of the strains
at locations 1 and 2, near the base of the middle column, are shown in Figure 4-9 together
with the corresponding applied displacements. These results are shown only for the strong
motion interval (first 5 seconds) of Taft earthquake scaled to 0.275g. At each location, two
gages designated as 1 and 2 (one close to each flange) measured the strains along the axial
direction of the member (€l' €2)' From these gages, the curvature ('lJ) and the average
strain (€") at that section are as follows:

& (4.1)

where d is the distance between the strain gages. The chosen sign convention implies that
positive curvature means tension in the fibers close to gage 1 and positive €" implies axial
tensile strains. The" time histories for the calculated curvature along the middle and left
columns of the first story under Taft earthquake scaled to 0.275g are shown in Figures 4-10
and 4-11, respectively.

The strains and the corresponding stresses in the frame members for all the conducted
experiments remained below the elastic limit. Therefore, the bending moment (M) and
the axial force (N) at any section are linearly proportional to the respective curvature ('lJ)
and average strain (€") at that section. Therefore, one can write

& (4.2)

where Es is Young's modulus for the steel and I and A are the moment of inertia and the
area of the considered section, respectively.

The bending moment diagrams corresponding to the time of maximum base shear under
Taft earthquake scaled to 0.275g and O.4g are shown in Figures 4-12 and 4-13, respectively.
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In each figure, the diagrams corresponding to both loading directions are shown and the
maximum bending moments are indicated as a percentage of the yield moment My2 . The
time histories for the normal forces in the locations of maximum bending moment diagrams
(i. e. locations 2, 10, 18 in the columns and location 26 in the beam) are shown in Figures 4
14 and 4-15 for Taft earthquake scaled to 0.275g and O.4g, respectively.

Several relevant points may be made regarding the straining actions in the frame members.
These are:

1. The bending moment diagram is significantly affected by the interaction between the
infill walls and the bounding frame members.

2. Upon load reversal, the bending moment diagram is almost completely reversed even
for· highly damaged walls.

3. The section of the maximum bending moment is shifted away from the beam to
column connections. This observation justifies the need for off-diagonal equivalent

2The yield moment is the nominal moment strength when the yield stress is reached at the extreme
fibers of the section. For the steel section used in the columns (8 3 x 7.5), My ~ 97.5 kip.in.
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FIGURE 4-13 Bending moment diagram drawn in tension side at maximum
base shear under Taft earthquake scaled to OAg (e: maximum value, given as
% of My).
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struts to properly account for the effect of infills on the internal forces of the frame
members3.

4. Forces are transmitted between the interior column and the infill walls from both
sides. Therefore, the middle column has essentially single curvature for both loading
directions.

5. Only the first story windward column and the second story leeward column undergo
double curvature. This double curvature is more pronounced in the latter. It should
be noted that the expected curvature of the bare frame members is quite different.

6. The frame members interact with the infill walls through an equivalent dual truss
system as shown in Figure 4-8. This equivalent truss can only transmit compression
forces to the frame members. Accordingly, the gap elements shown in the same figure
are needed between the truss and the frame members.

7. The normal forces in the frame members are predominantly tension4 especially for
intact walls.

Some of the above points regarding the curvatures of the columns imply different structural
behavior than that observed for the single story frames tested quasi-statically, refer to
the first report of this series. This may be attributed to the effect of the continuity of
the columns because of the second story in the present case. Also, the first story beam
confinement provided by the second story infill walls may be another influencing factor in
this behavioral difference.

4.2.4 Infill wall panel distortion

The relative displacement measurements taken between the frame members and the infill
walls are used to establish the distorted shape of the infill panels relative to the bounding
frame members. Also, the displacement measurements along the two diagonals of each
window opening are utilized to draw the deformed shape of these windows. The measure
ment devices are shown in Figure 4-1. The results are plotted at the time of maximum
applied top floor displacement. As an example, the results obtained from the test with
Taft earthquake scaled to 0.275g are shown in Figure 4-16. In this figure, the deformations
of edges of the infill panels are drawn with respect to fixed frame members. This explains

3Reinforced concrete frames designed mainly for gravity loads without considering the infills have splices
in the longitudinal reinforcement of the columns. These splices are located just above the upper face of the
beams. Accordingly, the observed shift in the location of the maximum moment may lead to serious effects
on the performance of reinforcing steel in the spliced region, i. e. high bond stress due to the insufficient
development length.

4For reinforced concrete frames, such observation has a strong impact on the cracking of the frame
members when infills are included especially if the gravity loads of upper stories are not considered in
testing lower story subassemblages.
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FIGURE 4-16 Distorted shape of the infill panels relative to the frame mem
bers and the corresponding window deformation at maximum top floor dis
placements under Taft earthquake scaled to 0.275g.

why the direction of deformation in this figure seems to be opposite to the applied lateral
displacements. The time histories for the opening and closing of the gaps along the frame
columns/walls interface are shown in Figure 4-17. In this figure, four locations are shown:
the bottom of the left column with the left wall, the bottom of the right column with the
right wall, and the top of the central column with the left and right walls. From this figure,
one may notice that the interface undergoes compressive deformation mainly due to the
initial gaps between the walls and the frame members. Therefore, the measured contraction
is of finite nature. On the other hand, the formation of the gap indicates the nature of the
compression-only equivalent struts. The deformation time histories of the gap opening and
closing indicate that only one system of load transfer is acting in each loading direction.
This is clear from the phase of the responses of the top central column/right wall and the
bottom right column/right wall interfaces which are shifted half a cycle from the responses
of the top central column/left wall and the bottom left column/left wall interfaces.
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4.3 Summary

The results obtained from the pseudo-dynamic experiments performed on a GLD steel
frame with URM infill walls have been presented. The discussion of the results showed
the appropriateness of the idealization of masonry infills as an equivalent dual truss system
connected to the frame members through gap elements to allow the deactivation of the truss
upon the existence of any tension force between the frame members and the infill walls.
Inclusion of tension members in the equivalent truss is important to represent the tension
fields in the center of the infills. Such tension fields are responsible of initiating cracking in
masonry infills and are provided by the interlocking of the stepped crack pattern along the
mortar bed and head joints. The straining actions in the frame members were significantly
affected by the presence of infills. Infill panel distortion and frame/wall interface conditions
revealed the accuracy of modeling the infills as the previously mentioned dual truss system.
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SECTION 5

ENERGY-RELATED RESULTS

When a structure is subjected to ground motion, energy (E[) is imparted to it. During the
dynamic loading, part of the absorbed energy is temporarily stored in the structure in the
form of kinetic energy (EK) and strain energy (Es), and the rest is dissipated in the form
of damping energy (ED) and hysteretic energy (EH ) [33].

5.1 Energy Expressions

The expressions for the different types of energy can be obtained by premultiplying all
terms in the equation of motion (Eq. (2.1)) by the velocity vector {v} and then integrating
in time t. Therefore, one obtains the following equation for the energy balance.

where the superscript T indicates transpose, {I} is a unit vector, and all other terms have
been previously defined. The following equality holds in Eq. (2.1)

{p} = -[M]{l}ag (5.2)

where ag is the ground acceleration. From Eq. (5.1), one can write the following expressions
for the different energy terms

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

Thus, in terms of the energy components, Eq. (5.1) becomes

(5.7)
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To be able to determine a separate expression for the hysteretic energy, one needs to
determine the area of the hysteresis loops! obtained from the story shear/inter-story drift
relationships. This can be achieved using the following expression

(5.8)

where the summation is carried over the number of stories n. Di and Si are the drift and
shear of the i th story, respectively. Superscripts (upper) and (lower) refer to the upper
and lower curves of the hysteresis loop, respectively. The limits of integration refer to the
maximum displacement in the positive and negative sides of the hysteretic loop. Knowing
the measured vectors of displacement {d} and restoring force {T}, these story quantities
are defined as follows

(5.9)

(5.10)

where di and Ti are the displacement and restoring force of the i th floor, respectively.

5.2 Discussion of Results

Figure 5-1 shows the time histories of the imparted energies obtained from the pseudo
dynamic experiments using Taft, EI-Centro and Nahanni earthquakes. In this plot, the
PGA is scaled to 0.0759 and 0% viscous damping ratio is assumed in the pseudo-dynamic
experiments for that level of PGA. Comparing this figure with the records given in Figure 3
8, one observes that the evolution of the imparted energy closely follows the distribution
of the significant peaks of the ground motion. From the imparted energy of Nahanni
earthquake, it is obvious that this record will not produce any significant damage to the
tested structure. Based on the elastic response spectrum of the Nahanni record, a similar
conclusion was reached in section 3.1.5.

For the Taft earthquake with PGA = 0.159, which is the applied intensity level just before
initial cracking in the walls occurred, the time histories for the energy terms are given in
Figure 5-2. For the loadings and the corresponding crack patterns shown in Figures 4-2,
4-3, 4-4, 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7, the corresponding time histories for the energy terms are given in

1Under general loading (e.g. earthquakes), the calculation of the hysteretic energy should be carefully
implemented because small loading/unloading cycles without complete load reversals may exist which
require special attention.
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FIGURE 5-1 Imparted Energy for Taft, EI-Centro and Nahanni earthquakes
scaled to 0.075g.

Figures 5-3, 5-4, 5-5, 5-6, 5-7 and 5-8, respectively. The energy time histories in the range
0.275g < PGA ::; O.4g showed oscillation in the maximum magnitudes of the energy terms
which may be attributed to the existence of a transition zone before and after the complete
formation of the equivalent truss of the infill walls. Beyond PGA = O.4g, the amount of
energy imparted to and dissipated from the tested structure showed rapid increase with
the increase of PGA. Excessive damage was noticed after 0.6g without additional cracking
but with crushing of masonry blocks. At PGA = 0.7g and 0.8g, the time histories for
all the energy terms are shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10, respectively. For clarity and for
comparisons, the vertical scale of the time histories of the energy terms for different levels
of PGA was kept constant in the ranges PGA ::; 0.275g, 0.275g < PGA ::; O.4g and PGA
> O.4g.

The variations of the maximum values of the energy terms versus the intensity of the
ground motion given by its PGA are illustrated in Figure 5-11. These maximum values
were obtained at the end of the applied records. The different energy terms, namely Er,
E H , and E DH = the dissipated energy = ED + EH are shown in this figure. It is obvious
that the increase of the hysteretic energy, and consequently the dissipated energy, with
increasing PGA becomes rapid at the onset of damage (i.e. at PGA = 0.2g). A similar
trend is obtained for the imparted energy. For the infilled frame with cracked walls, the
rate of increase of the damping energy is almost constant with increasing PGA. This is a
direct consequence of the numerical modeling of the viscous damping as Rayleigh damping.
The corresponding plots of the variation of the maximum top floor displacement and the
corresponding story drifts with PGA are shown in Figure 5-12. Also, the story shear
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FIGURE 5-10 Time histories for energy terms under Taft earthquake scaled
to 0.8g.

corresponding to the maximum top floor displacement versus PGA relations are plotted in
Figure 5-13. These bar charts indicate that inter-story drift or story shear do not correlate
well with the amount of energy dissipated from or imparted to the tested structure. This
is mainly due to the brittle cracking of the masonry infills which causes large changes in
the energy dissipated, and consequently in the energy imparted, with small change of the
inter-story drift. Figures 5-14 and 5-15 show the same quantities plotted in Figures 5
12 and 5-13, respectively, but rather than plotting them at the time of maximum roof
displacement, they are plotted at the time of maximum base shear. One may observe that
the quantities corresponding to maximum base shear correlate better with the maximum
energy terms (Figure 5-11), particularly, for the plots of roof displacement and story drifts.
This better correlation strengthens the point made about the brittleness of the masonry
infill wall cracking.

5.3 Summary

The results obtained from the pseudo-dynamic experiments performed on a GLD steel
frame with URM infill walls have been used to evaluate several energy terms. These terms
were investigated and their variation with the increase of PGA may be considered as a
global measure to quantify the damage state of the structure.
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SECTION 6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

6.1 Summary

Unreinforced masonry infill walls can play an important role in the strength and ductility
of framed structures, and should be considered in both analysis and design. Accounting for
masonry infill walls in the design process mandates knowledge of complicated interaction
mechanisms and failure modes. As described in this report, a pseudo-dynamic experimental
technique has been developed to provide an improved basis for the evaluation of the dynamic
response of frames with masonry infill walls.

In the pseudo-dynamic experimentation not only the structural capacity can be assessed
but also the corresponding seismic demand may be predicted. The implementation of
this experimental technique proved to be reliable in capturing the seismic response of stiff
structures. It was concluded that the implemented predictor-corrector algorithm allows
excellent contrql over the experimental error propagation. The essentially static loading
approach used in pseudo-dynamic testing permitted careful documentation of the complex
cracking and slipping behavior of the infill walls, and the intricacies of the frame/wall
interaction. Regarding the behavior of the infilled frame, it was concluded that imparted
energy and hysteretic energy correlate well with the observed damage state and that the
initiation and propagation of cracking agreed with the observations of the quasi-static
experiments, as conducted and reported in the first part of this study (refer to Figure I
I). Based on the reported crack patterns, a macro-model is suggested. In this model,
equivalent trusses can be used to represent the global effects of the infills on the bounding
frame members.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Research

Further application of the pseudo-dynamic techniques should be pursued. Currently, the
pseudo-dynamic methodology developed herein is being applied to testing a half scale, two
bay, two-story Lightly Reinforced Concrete (LRC) frame with unreinforced masonry infills.
Also, the two-bay, two-story infilled LRC frame analyzed in part III of the present research
program (refer to Figure 1-1) is being tested on a shake table under a series of simulated
ground motions. The completion of these experiments will provide further information to
validate and calibrate the developed models.

The developed pseudo-dynamic algorithm could be implemented as a subroutine for a new
"pseudo-dynamic finite element" in finite element programs to allow the testing of sub
assemblages where the rest of the structure is accurately modeled numerically. In this way,
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selected parts of the structure, where significant nonlinearities are expected, can be physi
cally modeled while the response of the rest of the structure is obtained numerically. Thus,
a new era may begin where the sophistication of advanced computational environments
and the realism of physical modeling would be combined in a natural way.

The obtained experimental results provided the necessary means to develop improved sim
ple models for infilled frames such as the equivalent truss model. Further refinements of
the model are still needed. Such models are needed for the evaluation of existing infilled
structures and the proper design of new ones.
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